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do you often find that searching for parking:
-is just too stressful
-makes you late to work or school
-causes you to circle the same block twice
 ...or three times...or four...



the question:



the question:

where are all the ?#@&! 
 parking spots?!



don't worry, there's an app for that



introducing...



see spot parksee spot park



see spot parksee spot park
parking when you need it





immediately begins to search
for nearby parkingsee spot parksee spot park

parking when you need it



override by pulling down the
customization tab

see spot parksee spot park
parking when you need it



map shows top three nearby spots

neato!neato!
we located nearby parking
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neato!neato!
we located nearby parking

find another location

customization tab allows for
more parking options



hold tab and swipe down to
reveal more options

find another location

we located nearby parking

distance

duration

specialties



as options are selected, the map
changes to reflect them

options
parking type

distance

duration

specialties



600 feet
turn left onto sw
15th ave

when a pin is selected the map
expands, giving the user visual
and verbal directions



the second stressor:



the second stressor:

paying for parking



yep, this app does that too



pay up
now for that money thing...

add new card

pay for parking

add more time

pay up 
when car is parked, payment screen
automatically shows up



pay up
now for that money thing...

add new card

pay for parking

add more time

pay up this screen can also be found by
swiping at the top



desired time

x

total amount due

pay now!

2 15hrs min

$3.60

the user is then guided through
payment instructions



pinnedpinned
here are your saved spots

saved lots

where's my car?

saved garages

the pinned screen is also accessed
by swiping left or right at the top



pinnedpinned
here are your saved spots

saved lots

where's my car?

saved garages

the pinned page keeps track
of saved spots



this app can remember where you park!



and last but (certainly) not least...



15 min
until parking expires

user receives a notification when
their parking is about to expire



oh no!oh no!
your parking is just about up

dismiss

add more time

find new parking

when app is opened, this screen
pops up with options



How could you not want this app?



see spot parksee spot park
parking when you need it


